
For Immediate Release 

Curry Supply Launches SEED Program to Enhance Skills and Development (Metal 
Processing) 

July 2024, [Altoona, Pennsylvania] – Curry Supply proudly announces the launch of the Curry 
Skill Enhancement and Employee Development (S.E.E.D.) Program. This groundbreaking 
initiative, introduced in April 2024, reflects Curry Supply’s unwavering commitment to the 
professional growth and advancement of its workforce. 

About the SEED Program 

The SEED Program is designed to provide employees with comprehensive training, hands-on 
experience, and opportunities for skill enhancement. By empowering team members to excel in 
their roles and achieve valuable certifications, Curry Supply fosters a culture of continuous 
learning and excellence. 

Program Structure 

The SEED Program offers training across three skill levels, ensuring that all employees have 
the opportunity to develop and advance: 

1. Entry Level: 

• Focuses on foundational skills and basic techniques. 

• Provides hands-on experience and professional development. 

2. Mid-Level: 

• Builds on foundational skills with more advanced techniques and machine 
maintenance. 

• Encourages independent work and initiative. 

3. Expert Level: 

• Represents mastery of advanced techniques and leadership abilities. 

• Involves mentoring and offering innovative solutions. 

Training and Certification 

The SEED Program includes: 

• Tailored Training: Customized to meet the specific needs of each skill level. 

• Hands-On Experience: Practical applications to reinforce learning. 

• Certifications: Opportunities to earn industry-recognized certifications. 

Commitment to Excellence 

Curry Supply’s SEED Program underscores the company’s dedication to investing in its 
employees. By offering structured training, ongoing evaluations, and certification opportunities, 



Curry Supply ensures that its workforce is equipped with the tools and support necessary to 
realize their full potential and drive the company’s success. 

Conclusion 

The Curry Skill Enhancement and Employee Development (S.E.E.D.) Program is a testament to 
Curry Supply’s commitment to fostering a skilled and motivated workforce. Launched in April 
2024, this innovative program provides employees with the training, experience, and 
opportunities needed to excel in their roles and achieve valuable certifications. By promoting 
continuous learning and professional growth, Curry Supply positions its team members as 
leaders in the industry. 

 

For more information about the SEED Program, please contact: 

Tim Henry  

Director of Quality & Customer Service 

thenry@currysupply.com 

 

About Curry Supply: Curry Supply is a leading company in the metal processing industry, 
dedicated to innovation, quality, and the professional development of its employees. For more 
information, visit www.currysupply.com.   


